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Vnited Press internatiimal

Seen&Heard
A-rodn3Murray

In Our 11th Year

Several Calm Are
HeardIn Court Of.
MeCutston
Several cases have been
heard in the Calloway County
Court of Judge Hall McCuiston
during the past two weeks. Records show the following occurred:
James B. Carrico, Mayfield
Route Two, speeding, fined
$10.00 coats $1800: State Police.
Ralph Hill, Almo, cold checking, fined $10.00 costs $25.00,
restitution $10.00; Sheriff.
Jerry McReynolds, Murray,
cold checking, fined $10.00 costs

-Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, January 2, 1969

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXX No. I

Car,Truck
licenses On
Sale Now

In Trailer
Is Damaged

Douglass Shoemaker, Gabway County Court Clerk, urges
The Murray Fire Department
all car and truck ownere to purwas called to the Fairly Bird
chase their licenses for 1909
Autos at 410 North 4th Street
as soon as possible to avoid the
on Tuesday at 4:35 p.m.
lest minote rush.
The sale of licenses for cars
Firemen said the house trailand farm and light weight comer used as an office for the usmercial trucks, 6000 pounds,
ed car lot was severely damagstarted Monday, December 16.
Gist Is a pretty good trick in
ed. One firemen said he thought
Only about 400 car licenses
ttaelf, just to obtain this pro- $20.00. restitution $10.00; Shethe trailer was going to explode
out of a possible 12,000 or 13,tection and to build a craft that
as the sides were puffing out.
could withstand this cold sad
Dan T. McBride, Benton, 000 for Calloway County for
The firemen said the trailer
heat, to soy nothing of the pri- weeding, fined' $10.00 costs this year had been sold by
Tuesday, December 31. Officials
was blacked all over and the
mary purpose of the vesture. $18.00; State Police.
fire was caused from a heater
Paul D. Thorn, 406 South at the office said about 75 farm
being over heated. The firemen
Mrs. Midday Roberts was the 10th Street, Murray, speeding, and light weight truck licenses
were back at the station at five
)erson who sent in the poem fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State had been sold.
The office is also selling liep.m.
lib. Night After Chsistneer. Police.
Gordon
Allison, .speeding, ewes for trucks up to 18,000
Mil luck to Darrell Skeenask- fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State pounds.
The licenses for oars and
er.
Police,
Hughes Edwards, Dexter, farm and light weight commerSeverely Ciarneeed - The *use trailer dentin above was leverets damaged Tuesday afternoon by
trailer was
One el Am Joys of the siberho- public drunkenness, given ten cial trucks, 8000 pounds, sell the effkei of,larty Bird Aimeemid
apparently caught fire from an overheated heater, Volumes
poured from
liday season is eating Turkey days in jail, suspended on con- for $12.50 each, according to this
traitor-nod as indicated
almost obscured the trailer and the tree at the left. Firemen c
working at the
bash. Wife fixed up a betel dition that be not be back in Shoemaker. Each person must
to see if anyone was in the trailer, however no one was In It
the time of the blaze.
bring the license receipt for right. A thorough cheek was
the other night. Put this on court for 12 months; Sheriff.
Staff Photograph
easel and you have some good Charles W. Lewis, Paducah, each vehicle to the office of
_adios. The only difficult, is speeding. CiAtti .$10.00 costs the county court clerk whew
pi-ire-haling the license.
if/ncling • stopping place..
$18.00; State Police.
The office of the Court Clerk
Bobby Ward, Farmington,
by United Press International
rrel help those who are troubl- public
drunkenness,
fined is open Maeda through SatAbout the only havens from
ed.
$10.00 coats $18.00; State Po- urday from - eightam. to five
winter's fury today could be
13-1n
lice.
found in the nation's extreme
The 1969 licenses must be
Ten persons were charged,
The Clesszal is a jewel like bird Rube Ward, Route One, LynnBob Cook of Hazel, one of
Southeist and Southwest. The
the original formers of Murray
in Mexico and other Central ville, driving while intoxicated, purchased before March 1, entered pleas of guilty, and
worst weather was in the exInvestors, Inc., builders of the
American countries. It has tail fined $100.00 costs $13.00; 1969, and persons are urged to were fined in the City Court of
Mrs. Luther (Dols) Jones of
get them as soon as possible City- Judge William H. (Jake)
Murray Holiday Inn, reported 409 South 6th Street passed treme Northwest and Northeast.
feathers, green, two feet long State Police.
In between, it was very cold
today that he -has sold his stock
and the male has a red breast. Bob Siedd, Murray Route to avoid the -"standing liner' Dunn during the past two
Wednesday at 7:50 p. in.
Frost on the windshields of in the corporation to the other away
weeks. Records show the folThe National Geographic has One, possession of alcoholic be- at the close of February.
Murray-CaIloway County -at the zero mark in much of
at
the
cars and trucks was a contri- Stockholders. Cook held the larthe nation and near or below
lowing occurred:
sn article on this Dainty to- berates for resale, fined $50.00
Hospital. She was 69 years of
/ether with several pictures, costs $13.00; Sheriff.
L. L. Roberts, shoplifting, fin- buting factor in two traffic ac- gest block of stock in the Mur- age and her death followed a freezing elsewhere.
cidents investigated by the ray Investors, Inc. and was viceSnow fell from the Great
loth at rest and in flight.
ed $50.00 costs $4.50.
brief illness.
Virgie M. Clark, Kirksey,
Lakes to western New York and
T. J. Morris, no operator's Murray Police Department ear- president of the corporation.
The Murray woman was born
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
Cook said that he regrets that January 20, 1899 to the late northwestern Pennsylvania and
This is another bird in danger 18.00; State Police,
license, fined $15.00 costs ly this morning. No injuries
were reported.
It became necessary for him to Thomas Jackson and Lou Sher- from the Pacific Coast to the
$4.50.
of extinction because forest land T. J. Garner, Murray, breach
The first occurred at 12th sell, as he believes in the fut- idan Jacksoa,.She. and her hus- Northern Rockies. Southern
Phil Hale driving while rnIs being cleared and burned,
(CaaNiammi sa Illastr- Page)
thus destroying the natural ha4exicated, fined $100.00 costs and Poplar Streets at 7:40 sm. ure of Murray ind Calloway band celebrated their 32nd wed- Texas got rain.
Travelers warnings were up
.no ope••••tor'
.
,' 'cense, fin- ; N.:hides involved were a County. He mart that with large ding anniversary, on October
, bleat pf this creature.
4 Dodge )4 ton truck .drivell interests in -the F.oliday Inns at 1968. She was a member of the in The Northwest and Northeast.
V211.06'
to-tor
-a
114
Charted Starks. - has been
by Brent Cooper, .South 18th Mayfield and Fulton, Kentucky, Scotts Grove Baptist Church. , Extreme northeastern Ohio
tal of $134.00.
Almost sae animal a year is
elected. worshipful master of
blizzard conditions
trect.-ancle. 1968 Pontiac_ dri- and with franchises to build and
trig lost to future
F:Overby, feckless Mrs. Jones is survived by her I reported
1U
-TeTriPle-11111-1;64e-No.--2711ven by 0,-. William T. Doss, operate inns in Paris and Un- husband. Luther Jones; three Wednesday evening as high
ing,
fined
$15.00
ihrough destruction of
cost
$4.50.
hue and Accepted Masons at
ion City, also one in Texas, and daughters. Mrs. Pet (Dot Car- winds whipped the snows into
L. D. McClain, Unnecessary Circararna Drive.
Sets.
the meeting held December 27.
Police said Cooper was going -wfth - his other_ varied business raway. 303 South 8th Street, two-foot drifts. More than half
noise,
fined
$15.00
costs
$4
50.
Other officers elected were
R. L. Garland, speeding, fin- east on Poplar and Doss was interests, he was unable to give Mrs. Joe (Sue( Outland, 223 a foot of snow fell on the area,
The Whooping Crane is making
Chae, Lassiter, senior wardgoing north on 12th when the the local inn the time be would South 15th Street, and Mrs. closing many roads. including
$15.00 costs $4.50.
a painfully slow, uncertain reed
eniwries Henry, junior wardB. J. Jones, public -drunken- vehicles collided at the inter- like.
Derail (LaDean) Paschall, Ha- Interstate 90 along the shore of
covery from extinction. Todsy
en; Jerry Start's, senior deasection.
zel; one son, Doris Jones of Lake Erie.
there are 49 in the wild and
con; Pet &nabim
, jeor deacon; ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Winds blowing off Lake Erie
Damage to the Cooper truck
W. D. Lyons. reckless drivGleason, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs
eight in captivity.
The Murray Natural Gas Cecil Taylor, treasurer, Roy
was on the right front fender
ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Lea Carraway of Murray Route (Continued on Back Page)
System has connected the lett Ross, serretery.
D. E. Eldridge, no operator's and to the Doss car on the left
Five; one brother, Otis Jack.
The big males have a wing- link hi a system to supply natson of Hazel Route Three; six
license,
fined $15.00 costs $4 50. front fender.
spread of about ten feet. We ural gas to the city of tiardin,
Also eietaeo were Douglas
The second collision happengrandchildren; four great grandL. E. Myers, speeding, fined
love never seen one, but the according to C. Wayne Doran, Willoughby, senior steward:
ed at 7:50 a.m, at the intersecchildren.
second oldest reports seeing one Superintendent of the system. Jimmie Cochran, junior stew- $15.00 costs $4.50.
tion of Story and Meadow Lane.
Funeral services will be held
4-4/exas. Probably on his way
The Murray system will trans- arcl; Bobby Ward. chaplin; John
Involved in the accident were
Friday at two p. m. at the chato the Arensus Refuge, their port the gm only, and not sell Grogan, marthell; Leon DunWesley
Redden,
employee of pel of the J. H. Churchill Fua 1968 Datson driven by Max
winter home on the Gulf Coast. it, at a eur'lio the Hardin syn. can, tyler.
Parker. 1402 Story Avenue., and the Planters Loose Leaf Floor, neral Home with Rev. Leon
died
suddenly Wednesday a 1 Penick and Rev. Billy Tulrner
The _Lodge avIll meet in_rie
a 1960 Chevrolet % ton truck
In th• summer the giant birds
A special six inch high pres- gular seesion on Sfittitlisy Jan;
driven by Joe Ed Emerson. 702 nine p.m at his home at 109'4 officiating.
W. D. Rudolph, fatl5r of Mrs.
go to their home in Canada.
Matadi 1',.., letormatlasal
sure line was constructed at uary 4, at six p. mrat the Ma
North 5th Street.
Pallbearers will be Edgar Lee A. Kopperud of
Meadow Lane.
considerable cost by the Mur- sonic Hall. Wort will be in the
Redden, age 54, was born Paschall, Larry Norsworthy, Murray, died Wednesday mornPolice said Emerson was makTried some Wine Mustard (we ray Natural Gas System, which
Partly cloudy and not so cold ing a right turn off Meadow May 9, 1934 in Calloway Coun- Byron Galliimore, Joe PM Car- ing in the Parkview Convalesnever heard of it either) on a proceeds out U.S. 641 North to F. C. and E. A. degree.
today and tonight with chance Lane on to Story end collided ty to the late ,Fred and Clar- raway, Noby Carraway, an cent Center, Paducah.
Vins sandwich the other night. a point just north of Murray
of snow flurries High today with Parker, that was going inda Miles Redden. He was a Talmadge Jones.
The deceased was 83 years of
Memorial Gardens. It is at this
veteran of World War H.
Interment will be in the Mur age and was born and raised
(Grahame ea led Pepe)
in the 30s. Low tonight about west on Story Avenue.
point the the Hardin system
The
Murray
man
is
survived ray Memorial Gardens with the in the New Hope community of
Damage to the Parker car
30. Mostly cloudy and cold Fripicks up the natural gas for
day with chance of rain mixed was on the left front fender by one sister, Mrs. Conn (Me- arrangements by the J. H. McCracken County. He was a
distribution to its customers.
linda;
Spencer of Murray Route • urchill Funeral Home where former deputy tax commissionwith snow east.
and to the Emerson truck on
At one time some considerFour; four brothers, J. W. Red- friends may call.
Alben Crouch of Murray
er under Nick Emelt.
the front 'trimmer and grill.
ation was given to selling the Route One is reported to be in
Rudolph was a retired apartPolice iaide both accidents den of Murray Route Four, Rev.
gas itself to Hardin, but the satisfactory condition this
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m 354.1, that frost was on. the wind- Ralph Redden of Richmond,
mornmemt house manager and a •
final resolution Was to mere- ing by the officials of the Mur- up .3
foot; below dam 30,.7, shields and the drivers' vision Charles Redden, 109% North
member of the Margaret Hank ,
ly transport it over a new line, ray-Calloway County Hospital.
5th Street, Murray, and Bill
up .4 foot.
was blocked.
Memorial Cumberland Presbyat a fee to Hardin. 7
Redden
of
Murray
Reports are that Crouch was
Reute
One.
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 354.0,
terian Church.
Wednesday at 3:20 po. an
The six inch, high pressure admitted to the hospital
Funeral services have been
Wed- up .2 foot; below dam 312.1, accident was reported on ValenThe McCracken County man'
Funeral
services
for
Mrs.
Erline, is of sufficient size to nesday at 3:18 pm, with a
for
scheduled
Friday
at
11 a.m.
shot
down
.8
foot.
Knight,
MurAvenue.
U.
L.
tine
Is
survived by his wife, Mrs.,.
wood Holcomb of Memphis, aqpply any manufacturing connest
Merrell
were
held
Wed.
at
the
chapel
of
the Blalockwound in the left hand. No Sunrise 7:10 am.; sunset 4:51. ray Route One, driving a 1965
., formerly of Calloway cern which might locate on
nesday at 2:30 p.m. at the Le- Alice Rudolph of Pleasantville,
other details were available.
Moon sets 6:31 p.m.
Ford four door sedan, tried to Coleman Funeral Home with Don Chapel, Paris, Tenn., with N. J.; one daughter, Mrs. A. H.
County, died late Tuesday night US 641 North.
stop for the stop sign on Val- Rev. M. M. Hampton officiat- burial in the Point Pleasant (Hallie) Kopperud of Murray;
at the Methodist Hospital, Memone grandson, William R. Kopentine Avenue. but slid for a- ing.
phis, Tenn.
Pallbearers will be Jack Dodd, Cemetery.
perud.
bout fifty feet across 16th
Mrs.
He was 55 years of age and
Merrell,
age
82,
of
BuchFuneral services will be held
Street into a creek, according Sammy Gafford, Dale Spencer, anan. Tenn.. Route Two, died
had been in ill health for four
to the police report. No ap- Jessie- Wayne Redden, Cove) Monday at five p.m. at the Con- Friday at 10:30 a.m. at the
years. Holcomb worked for CovFendley-Barker and Harris Funparent 'damage was reported Myers, and Jay Warren.
ington Brothers Wholesale Gra
Burial will be in the Sink- valescent Division of the Mur- eral Chapel, Paducah, with Rev.
to the car end no injuries were
ray-Calloway County Hospital.
ivy Company in Murray and
ing
springs
Cemetery
with the
repartee
The deceased was the former lamsw_IL, Johnston officiating.
%So was a driver for the C.
Tuesday at 9:20 a.m an 9C- arrangements by the Blalock- Sarah Ann Smith, born Novem- Burial Will be in the New Hope
Bus Lines here. For the
Coleman
Funeral Home, Concident occurred on Main Street
ber 29, 1886, to the late Mr. Cemetery.
25 years he had been a
at 5th Street to bring the to- cord Road, where friends may and Mrs. Tilman Smith. Her
driver for the Greyhound Bus
tal for the month of December call,
husband died in 1942 and she
Lines with headquarters In
In the city of Murray to 47 as
was a member of the Point
Memphis, 'Tenn. He was• memaccidents'
inthe number of
Pleasant Church.
ber of the Baptist Church.
vestigated by the City Police.
Survivors include one daughMr.' Holcomb is survived by
Cars involved were a 1962
ter, Mrs. Marie Blocker °IT Final rites for Geirey Walkhis wife, Mrs. Clara Holcomb of
Chevrolet two door hardtop driGeorgia, three sons, Woodard er of Murray Route Six were
Memphis, Tenn.; mother, Mrs.
ven by Max Ray Dodd of Murof Paris, Tenn.. Woodrow of held Wednesday at one p.m.
roirgie'Holcornb. a patient at
ray Route Five and a 1965 Buick
The funeral services for Mrs. Buchanan, 'Penn., and John at the chapel of the Max H.
%A Convalescent Division of
four door driven by Beverly Edward W (Dora) _Hutson were Merrell of Carpenterville, III.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Murray-Oallovoly County
Kaye Adams of Kirkwood held Wednesday at one p.m. at
Bro. Arlie Larmier officiating.
t‘spital; two sons, Neal and
Drive, Murray.
I, Pallbearers were J. L Culthe chapel of the J. H. ChurWayne Holcomb of Memphis,
Pollee said both cars were chill Funeral Home with Bro.
liepper, Palmer Culpepper, NblTenn.: -7 two
granddaughters,
going west on Main Street J. L. Hicks officiating.
lis Hale, Albert Pool, Cassell
Angela and Connie Holcomb of
when the Adams car turned in
Grandsons served as pallbear'Garrison, and Loyd Farris. BurMemphis, Tenn.
the left lane from tia• right eft and burial was in the Mt.
ial was in the Lone Oak CemeThe deceased is also survivThe Murray High Tigers will tery with the arrangements by
lane and failed to see the Dodd Pleasant Cemetery with the ared by three sisters, Miss Zane
South
to
Marshall
lay
host
rangements by the J. H. Churcar in the left lane.
the-Max H. Churchill Funeral
Holcomb and Mrs. Audrey CanHigh School Friday night in
Damage to the Dodd ear was chill Funeral Horne.
Home.
n of Murray Route Five, and
the
Murray
gym
Game
time
for
Mrs. Hutson. age 89, died
on the right front bumper and
Walker, age 67, succumbed
es. Willodean Waldrop of
to the Adams ear on the left,, Tuesday at the Convalescent the B-Teams will be 6:45 with Monday at the Murray-Calloway
mphis, Tenn: one brother,
the
varsity
game
following
imDivision of the Murray-Calloway
side.
County HospitaL___
odson Holcomb of Memphis,
RitAtir113 GO - The -FMrdhe Natural Gas iiiiiiiiii-Wes connected *hi morning is a
County Hospital She and her ntediately.
The deceased is survived by
,
Tenn. Another brother, Dillard six Inch htelt presser, iln• of she Money Natural *as System which will
The Tigers under Coach Bob his wife, Mrs. Ethel Walker.
husband had been married, for
simPir the
CITSD
FOUR
Toon are anxious to meet the
Holcomb of Seattle. .Weshing- Hardin system with natural gas. The Mu
system will transport the natural eat for the
74 years.
one daughter, Mrs. Ray (Ems
ton, died July A, 1141).
Hardin system, arsine a special sly In.+ high ,,
rs line from the compressor station
Stirvivors are her husband, South Marshall team again since Jean) Thurman, one son, J P.
Four persons were -cited by daughter, Mrs. W. 0. Vaughn, losing to them in the Calloway
Private funeral services will located at Five, Points. Th• new nee, 1/.1.1 especially for the Hardin system, will .carry ,
-s Lucille
Walker. one sister, Mi.3.
the Murray Police Department three sons, Rudy, David, and High Christmas tournament.
be held Friday, aft nine a.m at natural gas supplied by the Texas Gas Trans mission Company to a point on U S. 641 when.
Walker, one brother, J. B. WalSee the Tigers in action to-, ker, and five grandchildren,
the Memphis -renew Home,; it will be transported from that point on the Hardin system. From left to right above are - over the New Year's holiday. Conrad Hutson, sister, Mrs. RoThey wire three for public bert Crouse, 19 grandchildren, morrow night in the Murray
Poplar Chapel Graveside sier- i Waine,Deron, Superintendent of the Murray Natural Bel Syst•re, Jam*. Norwood and Jerry
Larry, Gairey, and Gene 'Thur4,
will be held at the Mem Requarth, both of the Murray system, Cass Garner, Socretery-Tr•asurer of the Hardin' drunkraess and one for speed- 21 great grandchildren, and High gym Admission prices are man, Sheila Visd- Steven WalkHardin.
•
..I p74s
John
Hicks,
and
Mayer
of
50c
student
and
System
75c
adult.
vsCemeterYthree great great grandchildren.
Shift Pines. by Mirha•I Hensel,
.
tr.
_
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Temperature out in apace is
280 below sere Apollo 8 had
to wilisissi'1. temperatures from
this low beint to the nearly 3,,000 degrees met On roesitri.
Theueen inside-10m bed to be
prefaceed from Ikea two widele varying temperatures.

Winter Fury
Hits Most'
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Ten Persons Fined
In City Court Of
Judge Jake Dunn

Accidents Are t)tberesCrit!
j ocal
eris
Investigated Corporation
By Police

•
1,

Of Nation

Mrs. Jones
Passes Away

Starks Named
Lodge HeRd

Natural Gas
Line Ready
For Hardin

W.Redden
Dies Suddenly

Father Local
Woman Dies

'WEATHER REPORT

Alben Crouch Is
Hospital Patient

Former Local
Man Succumbs

Funeral Is Held
For Mrs. Merrell

t

It

Funeral Wednesday
For Mr. Walker

Mrs. E. W.Hutson
Rites Are Held

Tigers Will Meet
South On Fricfay
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THE LEDGER & TIMIi - MURRAY

E LEDGER 6g. TIMES Bible Thoughtfor Today
by LIEDGER • TOMES PUBLISELINO COmaANT.
tlemelmanan of the llivrray Ledger, The Calloway Thum and
Tlimes-lieraki. October 30,
and the West Kentushiss,
I
I. 1012.
1411 N. Nit Illtmet, Murray, Restasky 4111071

I
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JAMES C WILLIAM& PUBLISH=

meseve the right to reject any Advertising Letters to the Rear.
Me
ll Voles tans which, in our opinion. are not for the beet
lamest at our maders3
111SAL REPRIIMENTATINICS: WALLACE WITMER 00., IMS
Ellimaide.
• Thee & Life Bids.. Nov York, N.Y.
Mob.
lintennl at the Post Offlos, Murray, Kentucky, for tramsnigio SO
.thisiond Claes Matter
1/3-.-e.-„: •
ON RATES: By Carrier In Murree. Per week Me.npVMPCRI?r per
Calloway and action:Wag counties, per year. DUO:
Zones 1 & 2, $11.00; ilasehere $13.00. All service subscriptions 01.00.
, "The Outataadiag Clete Asset id•Cemmismity ic the
Integrity et Mm Newepaper"
THURSDAY - JANUARY 2, 1968

Quotes From The News
By UNITED MUM DIESZPIATIONAL
•

• CAPE TOWN - Dr. Philip Llberg, marking his
fiat anniversary of fife with a transplanted heart:
'I am optimistic enough to believe EU live another
year.'

ALMANAC

by United P•11.11 International
Today is Thursday, Jan. &
The stone which the builders rejected, the same is the second daY of 111118 with
363 to follow.
become the head of the corner. -Matthew 21:42.
The moon is between its first
We can be sure of the enduring qualities of he only quarter and full Awe.
when we make Christ the cornerstone in life's founds- The morning stars are Mars
and Jupiter.
The evening,stars are Venus
and Saturn. •
•
On this day in hrstory:
In 1775, Continental soldiers
raised the first flag of forces
under George Wethirteton ni
- •
Cambridge. llama
Is 4882. Maim writers' noted that Perham Devisable Worth
said the Bair for spring would
U.S. DIISTROVIR
POUNDS NWT* VIIT
be "stuffed birds, worn on the
PONTIONS NMI DMZ
left shoulder."
In 1905, Russian forces landS YOST RANGERS
ed at Port Arthur, Manchuria,
SHOOT WAY OUT
surrendered to the Japanese
Of AMIUSH WITH
and ended the last major miliMO Of NAPALM
0801,10 SY
tary engagement in the RussoU.S. PLANES
Japanese war.
In 1959, Moscow Radio announced a cosmic rocket bad
been launched toward the moon.
A thought for the day Greek Poet Besiod said: "Tor
himself cloth a man work even
in working evils for another."

Vietnam
ROUNDUP

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
- WASHINGTON - Arnulfo Arias, ousted president of
Panama, biding his time while trying to regain hie
Sinner pout:
"Naturally my people will call me back. I am the
moral reserve of the country."

LAP

CAM IIANN

HOAOF
TONKIN

..J6 ANGELIS- President-elect Richard M. Nixon,
siemeIng the Rase Bowl Game In which Ohio Mate Uni"
Meg beat the Ljniverittg
Southern California1144;
'Nobody had anything to be asbs.med of

ONSMY'S SAMPAN
SUPPLY NWT
eermova BY

COMO MAK OWN
POW YEAS TRUCE.
SNELL 4 POSSTIONS

SOUTH
VIETNAM

'Correa closers

"They that can give up absentia' liberty to obtain •
little temporary safety deserve neither liberty nor
safety." Historical Rayless
of Pennsylvania
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds
new Freedom Shares

Smile Yearns
For the Stop

44b --t

TURIN, Italy-Pope Pant VI, referring to the Sovietled Invasion of Ceechoslovikla in an interview with the
Turin newspaper La /Nampa:
'"Idealism . . . has certainly suffered a moment of
NEW YORK (UPI)-Sheila
olds. But for thla the light of hope in the peace of the MacRae, Jackie Gleason's -Al*acid must not be muffed out."
ice Krs.mden" seen weekly by
millions of television fans,
agrees that all the world's a
stage but she yearns for one
on Broadway.
Sheila's main ambition is Sc
do her entertaining thing in a
Main Stem musical comedy or
even a dramatic comedy. "
She has road toured in such
Deaths reported today are Earl Holland, age 64, Tlp hits as "Guys & Dolls." "Loy?'
Tucker, age 57, and Porter C. Huie, age 58.
"The Bells are Ringing" and
D. L. Dtvelbiss, engineer for the Murray Manufactur- many more. This past summer
ing Ommany, who with his wife moved back to Mans- she toured in "The Great SeJohnson to
field, Ohio, today, was honored last night by a few of Mistime" with Van
critical acclaim and big box
Kenlake
HoteL
be in Murray at the
°Mee receipts.
of Murray illenee Maars the The glamorous redhead is
iplikAits.
alt a boy born at the Mbrray Hospital.
quick to acknowledge television
as the reason for her appeal at
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Alton of Highland Peolt.
the treasurer's office. You can't
Lt. and Mrs. George Gibson and5 sone at Raeirell,
best weekly • exposure on a
hare been visiting relatives here.
show like Jackie Gleason.
Sheila Is being sought to tour
In the National and European
company of David Merrick's "I
Do, I Do," at the conclusion of
her television chores this season. She is most anxious to do
the show but it is still not "onBroadway" She is reading sevJoe W. Pumnell, age 78, died at his home at 1615 eral submitted manuscripts and
there is a good chance that
Miller Avenue on December 31 at 1:45 a.m.
audiences will be seeing Sheila
game
lost
their
first
Thoroughbreds
▪ Murray Ettate's
and Van Johnson co-featured
of the season in the first round of the Midireet Collegiate next season.
beaketball tournament at Terre Haute, Ind., by a scare
of 56 to 53. Their opponent was the Connecticut Demons. Don Declines
Junior Herroid got 20 and Loughary got 10 for Murray.
aomrwoop (UPI) - Pfc. Odell Puckett, son of Boils Puckett of Murray, Dodger pitcher Don Drysdale
is attending a basketball referee school at the /Unmake withdrew from his role as an
Barracks Yield Haw, Osaka, Japan, according to a re- lee man in "The Chautauqua"
starring Elvis Presley, although
lease from the Department of the Army.
ex-Dodger Duke Snyder re• State ConitervatIve Oommissioner Henry Ward says mains to pray a used car salesthat one hundred thousand acres of forest lands were man.
added during 1948 to the areas under organised protection against forest fires.
Co-Stor
HOLLYWOOD I UPI -Jack
Albertson. who starred in -The
Subject Was Roses," will costar with Anouk Aimee In
"Justine" for 20th Century,i,, • 718114-TV
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How Do West Germans -Keep Their Cool?
By freely Visiting Their Restful irSpas
By OMER ANDERSON
Central Pv688 Association
Corraspoutent - -BONN - Banish the stereotype of the jittery Germans!
For the Germans are jittery no
longer, thanks to" -th6 relaxing
waters of their spasWont Germans kept an alnusali,
uncanny cool during the Czechoslovak crisis. With-the Kremlin's occupation of Czechoslovakia, Soviet troops and tanks
are now closer to Bonn than at
any time since the last war.
But they haven't been able to
dud the average Bonnburgher's
11111Wrold. And if he feels a
twinge of anxiety as the RusMins ratUe their rockets near
Reare borders, the burgher
takes instant preventive action
-he heads for one of West Germany's more than 250 spas.
Chancellor Kissinger says his
Germans can keep their cool
nowadays because of the new
national custom of spa-going.
The spas have always been
there. The „, difference is: they
are now there for the masses
as well as the classes. For it's
no longer considered snooty to
take the waters.
• • •
NOWADAYS the spas not
only dispense their healing waters to the mamma and the classes, but they also serve up an
almost eerie silence along with
the baths.
This tree-shaded, damage leas runs through
There is the Inevitable 'band
the almost noiseless led • Pyrirrioni Spa.
concert to help get the spaabatement campaigns becapiess.
goer'a mind off the mineral prescribes it.
The German trade unions standard feature of West Gerwater he must sip as he strolls
man life.
the spa grounds. But that is spend an astronomical amount
However, he concentrated ow
about the only concession to of money in sending their mem- making the spas "everyman's
noise that is made in transform- bers to spas. Some of the unions watering place." A rest cure alp
ing the spas into "oases of rest." have their own clinics ist a spa.
And every West German mu- a spa, including those world
This silence is striking- -even
such as Bad Kissingen.
startgagr. It forms a sort of nicipality budgets funds to send ; famous
is no longer a privilege of the
weird-THickdrop titi- the improb- Its needy citizens to a spa.
rich, but the right of every
Aka. • •
able clientele.
THE West Germans can thank worker.
It is possible for almost any
Dr. Friedrich Von Halle,
German-'even the lowest-paid their good nerves to Konrad
factory hand--,to retire to a spa Adenauer. Once Germany's first president of West Germany's
somewhere in the country for chancellor put German prosper- Noise Abatement Society. -dea "nerve cure." Indeed, it is ity on the track, he switched to clared,"The only enemy we Ger-,
government policy to enlist slowing down his "hard work- mans want to fight today fitnoise.
every German family to make ing" Germans.
-1
"I dare say the only dictatot
Adenauer instated that Gerperiodic pilgrimages to a spa.
Every West German is cov- man industry close down for who ever again could come to
ered by health insurance, and the weekends. And he encour- power is one who would promise
this insurance pats for a rest- aged cities and even hamlets us total silence between 11 at
cure at the spa. if the physician to war avainmt noise, Noise- night and 6 in the morning."
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lettive Lie Deacr-The first
secretary general of the
United Nations and leader
Iffrough the
of that botTYyears of the cold war.
• Tryirve 1.4e. 12. died while
spending' a Christmas , and
Re* Year's holiday in the
Niarweetin mountains. He
'erred re the Norwegian goves nrnent-in-esile in London
• during World War II.
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DEAR ABBY:-ram- a widow, age TIT T live in the same
Rif SELLERS
apartment building with a very fine gentleman, and we've
become very good friends He is married but he has a legal
(ossupeoir
WerstIv
separation from his wife. He pays her a big alimony, but she
won't give him a divorce unless he gives her a very large
'
WINNE
settlement. which he doesn't want to do as be figures he may
rim SALOOM CIONINECTIOi•outlive her. [She's El and he's 841
-Habra Illmeleass
AHD PROTISCTI am not ever entirely at ease with this man as I am afraid PRIISIMII,
Allan
Dir
ur Hanel
his wife might sue me and I have a pretty nice savings myself AERPOHT-=
l'OWI•
IN OltstMAXTA /MALL
She's very clever and I have beard that she still watches him
John is Carr'
'MK HURRICANE YEARS- very close.
Cameron Reeler
SZNATOR-Drew Pearson
He takes me out to dinner, and I have him in for meals, TIOTTIVOKY
OP TWO MOSTubs +iiialdwirit
and maybe we watch a little television. We both, enjoy the
000PLIIII-John Updike
companionship. I think you get the picture, but I'm not looking__ TRH POINT CIRCLEMakasisdr aotsbeisitsvar-- - —
for trouble.
HEAVEN HZLP tlat-Hettalt Esse
- CAREFUL
NenSeeleo
DEAR CAREFUL: Ask your lawyer hew much "cous--'
paideaskip" the law allows a man in your neighbarlSLITTT TZARS 014 TRH
cireurastances. I think I get the picture, bat if you arse% MEMOIRS
PIRINO LOrit-Arthur Stook
careful, you could get Use frame.
TEE MONTY OAMZ-Adass meta
ailen-stesionts-seere Halms

Tit KIM AND Tit 11111M0,0001-

DEAR ABBY: illielChaplain in Viet Nam, I would like
to say something to wives and girl friends who have men over
here
11 you have a ''DEAR JOHN" type of letter to write, please
DON'T Yesterday I saw twe_men who received "Dear Johns"
and I can tell you it wasn't a very pretty sight.
One man had been crying hysterically for an hour before I
found him at his machine gun post after a buddy had brought
him a Dear John letter. He could have endangered the whole
post.
Another man who was responsible for a whole detachment
me that because of a "Dear John" letter he was so
hopelessly depressed he was in a fog and couldn't think
straight.
_
You may think your man is in a safe area, but there is no
"safe area" when a man receives a letter that destroys his
dreams of going home. Sincerely,
BATTALION CHAPLAIN
DEAR ABBY My husband has a friend who is a very fine
parson. His wife, unfortunately, is something else again. When
the men are together, watching a sports event on TV, she and I
will sit in another room, where she tells one fantastic story
after another. I have never heard such outrageous lies.
For instance, she tells of her close friendships with
influential people. IThey call HER to ask her for advice. I She
talks about her "collection" of priceless antiques, which she
keeps stored in a warehouse. She speaks of her blueblood
family background fin a distant state) and talks about her rich
relatives whom nobody has met.
I just smile and say nothing, but it has gotten to the point
where I feel like a blooming idiot, pretending to believe all that
stuff. ---My habitual has been a loner all his life, and this woman's
husband is the first really close friend he has ever bad,'aid I
bate to disturb the relationship.
The-husband has heard his wife tell SOTTIt of base
outlandish tales, and he doesn't say a word. What should Ida?
STUMPED
DEAR STUMPED: If the husband is a "fiat" perms, mei
he listens Meetly wblk his wife spins these yens, be
I
seriously aware of her problem and is handling It at bast be
eds. People who Ile eoesistestiy Is the 111/110•• you
iiseselba
Be "sick." You are generous fa consider your hualheits
&',""p with the houlami. Omelette to "snails" and
IINWp
sielo. You'd gala anthem by letting this pathetic women beim
la_s_rre wise.
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In new screen splendor...
The most magnificent
picture(ler!
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INA'T ART REPLAY
SOUL ON ICE--Itlevidee Cleaver
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MEMORIALS
Porter Mao • Manager
111 Maple St. 753-2512
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CLARE GABLE
VIVIEN LEIGH
LESLIE HOWARD
OLIVIA& HAVILIAND

Winner
of Ten
Academy
Awards
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Reserved Performance Tickets
* Now On Sale! *
"Reserved Performance" enables YOU to buy a ticket in
&device for the evening perforrnsnce of your choke aria
-IiIiJARANTERs you a seat for that performance Sine( adMace interest indicates an unwed demand tor tickets,
act
•I*W to be assured the perfcrrrnance you
desire!
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EN Ufila STATE, ARKANSAS

PORTS AND TEXAS TAKE HONE BOWL VICTORIES
PENN

STATE,

Gene McCutcheon, Sports Editor

0

enn State Wins Thijier
TFrom
Kansas In Orange Bowl

OhioState Rambles
TO-Retain Its No.I Riintip$

UPI Sports Writer
wound up with a 17-17 tie with
ession but it was ruled a touch
MIAMI Iwo — With pande- Florida State by wattles to get
By ALEX KAHN
down.
monium closing in from both a first down isted of trying for
UPI Sports Writer
Ades of the field, it was not a field goal.
difficult for the Kansas Jay- Kansas socred first in the
PASADENA, .Calif. UPI - Tti
hawks to get 12 men into their opening quarter Wednesday
skeptics who doubted that Ohio
lined, and it cost them the night on a 45-yard drive that
State deserved to be the No. 1
3Ith annual Orange Bowl game featured the running of Donnie
football team in the nation were
and Joe Paterno's
Shanidin and John Riggins, and
convinced today that the Buckey
dain of a tie.
wound up with Mike Reeves
es are the best alter their 27-16
Patemo'a Penn State nidany plunging in from the two. The
victory over university of South
Lions won it 15-14 in the wild Lions came back early in the
ern California in the Rose Bowl.
'HOOKIM HORNS' sign was ssnf,up by strong
final minute and 18 seals&
second period with a 13-yard
And Ohioans, led by Gov. Jam
end Charles Sperer as he and Coach Darrell Royal of
what had been „s_Now Year' scoring run by Charlie Pittman,
es A. Rhodes, went beyond that
Tam gaye a MI6 after the victory over Tarill•SSIDO.
night of siedgaissorase
Garthwaite's
OUSTON (AP) — SouthBob
extra
and
and called it the greatest Ohio Stfor 77,719 fans.
Speyrer stored on two touchdown passes.
point kick.
ern Methodist Universiate
team
ever
and
hailed
Woody
The end went like this: The
Miss Ile Chases
Hayes as the No. I coach in the Vs surprising Mustangs
Lions—traillng 14-7--got the In the fourh period, Shannation,
scored three touchdowns on
bail at midfield with 76 seconds kiln, voted the game's most valThere were many heroes amo- cue in the last act of the Blueleft in the game with the Jay- uable player before Campbell's
ng the Buckeye players but none bonnet Bowl Tuesday night to
hawk band and cheering sec- Last-minute heroics, set up the
stood out More than 19-year-old - whip Oklahoma 28-27.
tion howling on one side of second Kansas score with a 46sophomore quarterback Rex Kethe end woe and the Penn yard punt runback to the Lions
IT WAS as if SMU Coach
rn, who fought off injuries to get
State band solemnly quiet on seven. Biggins scored from the
to the game and then played on Hayden Fry had directed the
the other side.
Wm and Bill Bell kicked hi;
after suffering a third perio
On the first play, quarter- second conversion. That was
New Year's Eve mystery
By ID FITE
shoulder dislocation.
a lot of spirit, but there's no back Chuck Burkhart pegged a with just over 12 minutes left,
thriller from a script.
UPI Sports Writer
In fact, it was Kern's two
rah-rah stuff, not much patting long one to halfback Bob Camp- and then konsas missed its fiThe young coach had said
DALLAS on — Both sides each other on the back.
touchdown passes in the fourth his offease-minded Mordants,
We play bell who a half-step beat on nal big scoring chance.
agreed today that it was the together as a team."
two defenders and snagged the
period
after
he
had
the
shoulder
With 7:20 left, and the ball
who took third place In Southcool, efficient, budnesslike exball over his shoulder froze -biF on the Penn State flue-yard line
snapped back into place that ga- west Coaference &eases play,
NE1% ORLEANS—Arkansas' Chuck Dicus i'20i and an unecution that gave Terme its 36tween. The play carried 47 on fourth and one, Rodgers orve Ohio State its margin of vic- could beat the Big algid es.
identified teammate conscrge on Georgia's Jake Scott to halt
13 superiority over Tennessee
yards to the Kansas three-yard dered a first down instead of
- None questioned his right chameleon if Oklahoma led by
the Bulldog in Sugar Bowl action. Arkansas won It-?.
in the 3.1w1 Cotton Bowl game.
line.
to player of the game boners. no more thas tw• taschirswis
trying for a field goal that
The fifth-nanked hoil tuLongTwice Burkhart sent Tom would have put Kansas 10
going Into the fourth quarter.
horns drove 80 yards
Cherry into the line for no gain, points ahead.
the
Capacity Crowd
This turned out to be the
ground for their first touchthen the quarterback ran left
exact situation faced by
end himself and scored. That
down, shocked the Vole with a
By RABUN MATTHEWS
The capacity crowd of 102,063 SMU's quarter:wok Chuc h
78-yard first down aerial bomb ATLANTA (UPI)—The South- made it 14-13 and the Lions
which included President-elect Hixacan. Oklahoma led 14-4 at
for a second, surged 61 yards eastern Conference war begins lined up for a two-point converthe half. Neither team SOWN
Richard
"CBS
Golf
M. Nixon got some o
Classic"
returns
for a third and 54 yards for a In earnest
sion try. Burkhart missed his Jan.
in the third period. —
11 for a sixth season. Top '
this week with a full
INS-thrills
they
anticipated
from
pass try to Campbell and it golfers will
fourth score for a 28-0 lead beplay in 18-hole
slate of skirmishes next SaturHeisman
Trophy
winner
0,
J.
H1XSON ignited the Wild
fore the yds ever found out
seemed that was the end.
elimination matches each SatSimpson. He broke loose in th
fourth quarter with an 11day eight, highlighted by the
By DREW A ROY
vitaat hit then.
Second Chance
urday through April 12. with
Arkansas
flanker
back
Chuck
battle at Athena, Ga. between
second
period
on an 80-yard tou- yard touchdown pass to Jerry
UPI Sports Writer
But it wasn't. The officials the 36-hole finals scheduled far
"That put us tiphinci and we the University of Georgia and pushed
NEW ORLEANS OM — Dicus when he saw quarterback chdown run and was the game's Levies, followed by a twothe Kansas band off the April 19 and 26.
had to play catch up and that revenge-minded Vanderbilt.
licrw's your shoulder," queried Bill Mcrrtgomery emerge from leading ground gainer with 171 point conversion pass to Pinky_
field and charged the Jayhawks
the shower of the Razorback yards.
Ckunents. Within a e e •ia d
is not our kind of football," The Commodores last visited with illegal
procedure for havMike Richardson put SMU
dressing room.
Tennessee coach Doug Dickey Georgia toward the end of the ing 12
But
key
fumbles
by
Simpson
men on the field. Given
ahead 21-14 with an 18-yard
"Pretty sore," Montgomery and quarterback Steve
elintasented idler the game, wit lemon last year, fighting for a second
Sogge
put scamper.
said.
named by a said-out crowd of the top spot in the conference. !tandem:111'1:4f chance, Burkhart
the Buckeyes in scoring position
to Campbell who
Discus thought a moment and in the fourth period
72,000 in 33 to 40-degree tern- The Bulldogs, rolling toward crashed left
The Sooners made ,et.2141
and Kern
tackle for the winreplied
reaa a X-yani „pass
their finest wagon in 2D years ning two points.
aroirsidesaligsett
ivent.-"You won't have much chanThe victory. Wall_the Mirth serve gaarterbeek lit eli•y
• "We were Outmanned and but out of the conference chase,
Kansas Coach Pepper
ce to do any dancing- tonight."
Ripley to B. Darla&
outfougirt-at-lber tine of serimJburied Vandy 81-77 and 'dashed era explained the 124n mix-up.
But there was plenty of danc- straight for Oldo State in the
111,..son then applied the icmute and four of our men any title hopes the Commodores He called both offensive and
Rose
Bowl
and
the
third
'for
ing in the Arkansas dressing
ing by finding Ken Fleming in.
eusidn't stop four of theirs," had.
defensive signals from the benroom as the Razorbacks cele- Hayes. His team duplicated the the end zone with a 3-yardee'
be mid in reference to the Thls year, Vanderbilt is 1-0 in ch and he said that when he
brated their 16-2 win over the feats of the 1954 Ohio State team, that proved to be the winning
Texas 'tart ng backfield of the SEC and Georgia 1-1, and sent in a man with the defenSoutheastern Conference cham- which went undefeated during the touchdown.
James Street, Chris Gilbert, Ted Coach Roy Skinner's team sive play following the Camppion Giergia Bulldogs in the regular season and whipped USC
Koy and Steve Worster.
in the Rose Bowl.
would like nothing better than bell touchdown, the man didn't
Sugar Bowl.
RIPLEY, who played the
This fearsome foursome &rou- to tend the Bulldogs reeling
send
out another player 'It was
USC swung into action first, last 35 minutes of the game
to a
Dicus, named the bowl's outghed Tennessee's touted rustling fourth-consecutive
my
fault,"
Rodgers
said.
driving
76
yards
to
the
Buckeye
standing
after
Bob Warmaek was thdefeat
player,
titer
snared 12 passdefense for 250 yards and five
Paterno, whose Lions had a
es for 179 yards and grabbed 4 when Ron Ayala booted a 21- jured, kept the 51,543 fans ea
straght opening season
Street riddled the Tennessee
10-0 season before winning the
their feet, however, by taking
a 27-yard touchdown toss from yard field goal.
victories.
good field position twice in
secondary with 13 completions In • other conference action Orange Bowl, did not have to
Montgomery on the first play
the last 76 seconds.
worth 20() more yards.
of the second quarter to open
80-Yard Run
Saturday night, LSU, 3-0 and think twice about going for a
Meanwhile, the Texas de- leading the SEC behind the two points instead of kicking a
the scoring for Arkansas. Dicta
A 30-yard pees from !Unity
fense stole Ttennessee's thun- meek touch of Pete Maravich, one-point conversion for a tie.
caught the pass behind Geor. It was three'.. minutes later te Johnny Barr gave Okla"I
learned
ray
lesson last year
der in thet department, limit- wff e at Alabama, Auburn
gia's Jake Scott.
when Simpson broke over left homa' a chance at 2748. Jul
The only other scoring for tackle, picked up his blockers Ripley felled ea a two-pellet
ing the. Vols to a minus two plays Florida in Gainesville, and I don't go for ties anymore,"
Piterno said. In last
Arkansas came on field goals and raced 80 yards to score on effort —
yards Indies and only 33 yards Kentucky travels to Mississippi
year's Gator Bowl. Penn State
of 34, 24 and 31 yards by Bob the second longest run from sc.paseison that tell-tale lrst half. and
Then Ohlaboma's B r uee
Tennemee plays Mississippi
Waster bolted 14 yards for
W hite
rimmage in Rose Bowl history, Derr missed a field goal atState
Starkville.
Lienhard, Ga.
8 = 31.5
Texas' first score, Street hit This in
"I
just
got
the
•ball
on my only four yards less than the tempt from the Mustang's IS
week's schedule:
Issel, Kentucky
7 183 311
sopth end Charles Seprer with
fingertips," Dicus recalled. "The record set by Mel Anthony of with only 19 seconds remainTuesday — Bucknell at Flori- Hagan, Vanderbilt 8 306
a 78-yard touchdown bomb for
play was a post pattern. Bill Michirin in 1965 against Oregon
36.0
the second, Koy burst nine da, Kentucky vs. Wisconsin at Walk, Fla.
7 165 23.4
threw it just right to keep it State.
WARMACIli opened the
yards untouched for the third Chicago:
Elliott, Ala.
away from Scott."
6 127 212
.
Hard-running fullback Jim Ot- Sooners big guns on the -13Wednesday—No
games
schedand Gilbert romped five yards
Epling, Ga,
Montgomery, whO lejured his
8 164 30.6
is and Kern marched the Buckey- point underdog Mustangs in
with a pitchout for the fourth uied.
Shoulder minutes, before the
Casey, Ky.
7 139 19.7
es 69 yards with Otis going over the first period taking a quiet
Thursday — No games sched- Justus, Tenn.
to stun the Vols
half ended, thought the pass
6 114 19.0
from the one, And a drive of 60 7-0 lead.
Then, after Tennessee's Bob- ukW.
was poorly thrown when he rePied, Ky.
5 90 18.0
Yards culminated in Jim RomRichards.. sewed for SIM
by Scott had put the Vols on Frldey—Tulane at the Univerleased the ball But his disapthe scorebOard with a 17-yard sity of California at Santa Barintment turned to joy when an's first of two field goals to from the am to tie ssersiL
But the Sooners' pmerhempe
toes to Gary Kreis. Texas quick- bara.
he watched Dicus haul in the tie the score,
• Author Sob launches into spec. tor a skydive
Sogge made his key fumble in Steve Owens put anedur Oh.
ly got the points back with ano- Saturday — LSU at Alabama,
pass
at
the
two-yard
line
and
Conf. All Games
the ,first minute of the fourth lithium score au the heard by
ther Street to Speyrer • bomb, Auburn at Florida, Vanderbilt Teem
BS,('It.;1.Prrm
_Sprint into the end zone.
,
WL WL
NEW YORK '!Suddenly I was falling! The wind was bushy; Arkansas bottled up Georgia period and it was recovered by taking a bandeff from Ridley
this time for 79 yards. The Vols at Georgia, Kentucky at Missis- Louisiana St. ,
20 61 at my face
and- I was starting to slow-spin.
Vic Stottlemyer on the 21. Kern end passing 21 yards to Rm.
scored again in the final man sippi, Tenneere at Mississippi VANDERBILT
I 0 5 2 my throat the way it does when an express My heart lumped in quarterback Mike Cavan and
Fry pointed out after the
elevator first starts speedy halfback Kent Laviren- ate up most of the distance to
ute against reserves on a three- State, Florida State at Jackson- Kentucky
0 0 6 1 down the plunge from the top floor of a tall building . .
Then,
the goal with a 14-yard run and game that his team posted a
yard flip from Scott to Mike ville University, Georgia Tech TENNESSEE
0 0 5 1 like a bad dream, it NAP over. Everything was serene. There ce, despite the fact that the
threw a 4-yard scoring pass to 7-3 season record by coming
Price.
at Tampa. Bucknell at Miami, Georgia
1 1 58 above my head was u big white blossom of the parachute. I had Bulldogs had good field posiLeo Hayden. And Simpson fumb- from behind repeatedly in the
tion
most
of
the
game.
In
the
The pod.game decorum in the ruler* at UCLA, and Virginia FlorIda
1 1
just made my first jump. Just about the biggest kick around."
4
led
on the Trojan 16 four minutes closing minutes.
third
quarter,
the
Razorbacks
Texas dressing was jusLas bus- Tech at William and Mary.
Thus does arithor'1106 Grant describe his first-jump experience
Auburn
1 1 52
later.
That put Kern in position
did
not
get
their
out
of
own
iness like as on the field as
in
January
the
issue;Of.Popular Science- Monthly. Also featured
SEC Scoring Leaders
Missiasippi St.
1 1 3
to throw a 16-yard pass to Ray GET UP NIGHTS?
erici of the field.
Gilbert explained it best, per- Name
gPtsPpg Mississippi
0 1
3 4_ are the junrping exploits Of TV star Johnny Carson.
haps, when he said:
A few years ago parachuting was. jwit for military shock "That defense was something Gillian for a touchdown.
BACKACHE.
Misavrh, LSU
7 322 45.0 Alabama
02 21
"We have a solid team With
troops and pilots down on their luck; today it is one of the fast- else," Arkansas coach Frank Sogge hit Sam Dickerson with LEG PAINS,SCANTY FLOW, MAXI
. ..
INC may So natura'• warming •
- -- Broyles said of his team 'It a 16-yard pass in the closing sec- funetlimai3,addimay•oli•orders
eat-growing sports in the world.
the magazine adds. The U.S. tw.nauts. Carson and his in- was amazing how -we stopped onds on a disputed catch in which ar Ahead." barroom and regulate pas
with GENTLE ISUKETS_efiuroti
Parachuting Association illUI structor jumped At an altitude Georgia's running game. I just the -receiver appeared to go out orig•
in 4 DAYS (only 3 tablots • day) •
more than 12.000 duei‘-'paying of 12.N00 feel With the instruc- couldn't believe —we stopped of the end zone having full poss- your alic back at any drug count.
TattaT at Itslisad Drag
members. Twelve years ago its tor holding onto Carson's her- them."
ness to. make sure that he didn't
membership was 60.
"We didn't play our best
slide into a spin or et fnjo soy
• • -•
game offensively," Georgia coother
NEW technology and materi- cultiektype of une,clected diffi- ach Vi,nce Dooley said. "Defenals have not only made it safer 10,000 the two free-fell' for sively, we didn't play badly.
feet before stilling_ their
thai hunting, scuba diving; rip-cords.
The game was frudneting and
'
r water skiing. pleasure
sno
...ThAvera
age
lore
,innt,
twehowever, Arkansas was the one causing
eu
;
-__1trotht
boatink or football
conven- the frustration."
ion of many, but new equipment
tionally and continues under his End David McKnight account-•
has increased tontror to the
Eff_ecelne ry
watchful eye for a ed for Georgia's only score a
1
point_ where skydivers are able filltefictoei,
minimum of_ 25 satisfactory when he tripped Bill Burnett in
to land consistently on a four. Jumps.
the
end
none
a
for
asecond-quir-.
:
Inch target. All you need is
all business of the
•
ter safety. . •
"teasontibiy good health and' a
.,
•
WILY
the
upsurge
i
strong desire to jump."
in skydiving'?_
magazine
notes.
ihe
Recently,
"PIM!' is the answer, accordCarson filmed his first Jump ing to the maguzine. Most peofree-fall from an -altitude of ple are terrified of falling; - a
I
a
12,300 feet and showed it to akydivsn- tap cause a cola chill
will be conducted at
mitlionsonthe "Tonight Show.“- to run doss:A.-their spines as hi
I
His feat 'attracted increased in- 'tails of flirting with •rtelith and
HOBART, Tasmania (AP)—
terest to the sport and gave it a Of the Seven Gs he experience. Kerry Melville of Australia,
higher level of, ateeptability.
the new location
when his chute opens-at terniin- defeated Billie Jean King of
•
Long Beach, Calif., Wimbleal velocity. •
CARBON'S achievement .re7.- .
•
34.400.16...sitare wide-eyed at don champion, 9-7, 8-4, in
713 South 4th Street
ED from an accelerated
pianen-i
thineIiehipiansilinni• of how it is porquarter-fihal round match of
se
trAtnintro
-pgram of only
ble for a desert or m'
ore sky- the women's singles in the
hours before perforsning
i tver
. to link, handl,. make a Tasmania tennis championship
.. Concord Road
vers normally posaitite only after 'huge circle Ad plummet to the 9Nterday.
or
40
30
jumps.
In
1rth1t
a
not
her
-quarter-final
miles
120
per-hoer
Tennessee'a Bubba Wyche (111) fumbles early in the Cotton Bowl as Richmond
11'sing• the new buddy write
To ...iiports-Consciotim Amerimatch Rosemary Casals of •
Telephone 753-6800.
Flowera (22) races up the center in hopes of getting a handl:if? Wyche room*
iley.eloped for training limitary tans it's fun' a new frontier
San Franco downed Kay •
the fumble.
civilian
d
nittest
nod'
Orot,s
only
*Isere
Harris
of
the.1snid
Australia,
venture
7
,
5,
IA
-1.
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Inlast-Act
Of Bluebonnet

H

Texas Offense Proves To
Beloo Strong For Tennesi
* ee

runs through
'ymiont Spa.
nt campaigns becarno.,.a.
1 feature of West Gerver. he concentrated oV
the spas "everymans
place." A rest cure all
including those world
such as Bad Kissingen.

SEC firing Gets
Underway Saturday

oger a privilege of the
of every

It the right

Friedrich Von Halle.
it of West Gerrnany's
Abatement Society. de,
'The only enemy we Gerrant to fight today

re say the only dictatoilt
er again could come to
s one who would promise

I silence between 11 at

Georgia Solidly Trounced Ity
Arkansas In Sugar Bowl 16-2

Sport of Skydiving
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TUE LEDGER I TIKES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Mrs. J. B. BurIceen .

slim A-silhouette skid fell
Miss Janet Eileen Like Becomes Bride the
gracefully from an empire
Of Dr. Wendell T. Henderson Its Lovely waistline. The traditional sine
of her gown was expressCeremony At Home Of Bride's Parents plicity
ed by her princess court traln,

DUAL CALENDAR

Plume 753-1917 or 753-4967

If
THURSDAY - JANUARY 2, 1969

Thursday, January 2
Grove Baptist
The Elm
Much Woman's Missisem
Society will meet at the &arch
at 1:30 p.m. for visitation,
•••
OW
I
The ladies day luncheon will
he sewed st 12:11 p.a. et the
Oohs Country
isms should be made by Men
dip/ night. December 30, wiR1
Rebid',Ward 753-17011, Bobbie
lischsem 7612367, or Ana Cole
Gemstones Clark -and 75114117.
• •
Osbert Joseph Nonsworthy of
The Town and Country Raw
Grosse Pointe Woods, Mich.,
were honored with a tea 'bow- oasis I:ish will most at the
er at the lovely home of Mr. home at Mrs. A. L MlwØ MIN
and Mrs. Jack Norsworthy on Kirkwood Drink with Mrs. C.
the Coldwater Road on Sadur- W. Jones as missies at 7:30
day, December 21, from seven pm.
so.
to nine o'clock in the evening.
Department of
Gerdes
The
The honored couple will be
married February 15. They the Murray Weemie's Che will
were the guests of his parents, West at the dub bosh' at lib
Mi. and Mrs. Woodrow Non- pm. Bill 'Mimes will be the
speaker. Beeteeles are Mesdamworthy for the holidays.
Receiving the guests at the es M. 0. Wrethsr, V. K Winddoor were the honoree, her mo- sor, Fred Ghettos, E. L Bowther-in-law to be, and Mrs. Jock den, B. J. Heitman, and Eat
By Abiqail Van Buren
Rule.
Norsworthy.
•••
For the special occasion Miss
Friday,
January 3
DEAR AMY - Have WE got a problem, and when I Si,
Clark wore. an off whits-, wool
Members please note that the
WE. I mum the 2d division of the Ilth marines.
knit dress trimmed in geld and
We've get this one guy in ow division who steak
Mn, Woodrow Normorthy was regular meeting of the Senior
everything that isn't smiled down. He transferred into our outfit
attired in a pink dress. Both Cititens Club scheduled for
wore corsages of white pose noon at the Community Center
about a month ago. and gime then we started missing T-shirts.
has been cancelled due to illpoles.
battle pins, watches, rings, and a whale of a kit of other things.
isms of several of the members.
Mrs.
Barbara
Jones
asked
the
If we rat on him, the C. 0 would throw the book at him
• ••
guests to sign the register at
We just want him to knock it off What can we do?
htendey, January 6
the table metered with a white
WORRIED 2ND
The Kathleen Jones Circle of
Christmas arrangement with
_the First Baptist Church
DEAR WORRIED:'Tel the goy yea suspect that the mitre candles.
The-beautifully appointed din- will meet with Miss Lorene
sulfa Is en Ow losibeut fee a Sabi-fingered buddy. And I he
p.m.
room table was overlaid Swann at 7:15
ing
•• •
dgesal emu ever a ems leaf, he deserves to beim the hook
with a beige nice cloth and
throws at ham ft
The Ruby Nelle Hardy Circle
centered with a pink poinsettia
arrangement.
Miss
Patricia of /Int Baptist Church WKS
DEAR ABBY: My higiblind ad I hay hese imarried for 4 Copeland and Nam Paulette will moat with Mrs. John Belt
Copeland presided at the tea at 7:30 pas.
years. We have three kZ
st
u nistAldg
ig
11117_ •• •
table.
DL and MRS.
T. HENDERSON
MY Idwidillo WOO
111114
.
1 11111
.
9 make fun of
The Women's Society of
many
The
lovely
gifts
were
ifirogifs
-111&4
11111111011-"
Christian Service of the First
displayed
Miss
in
den.
the
Janet !Seen Like, sitY and lighted fapers.
Abby, I allied him bow come he are euumielead about
Hostesses for the prenuptial United Methodist Church will daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Ernest Medrey, uncle 'Of 'the
ihe way I kissed he,and be slid Iloseirnmily'mew how to
occasion were Mesdames Grady have a potluck supper at the Like of Kirksey, became the Vide, lighted the candles
preI him bet be key* hoping I'd kern samolling.
_
Gordon, Jack Norsworthy, Roy mid_ hell at 6:30 p.m.
bride of Dr. Wendell T. Hender- eeding the pledging of vows.
- •• •
Now I argeturrielionseiessimaytions TAME hisi. I love Rose, Tar Copeland and Wald
son, son of Mr. and Mrs. S. D. The bride, given ire marriage
. him very mareb and Hie bedews ans. You tel niusgaters that Copeland, both of Benton.
_ The -Coldwater United Me Henderson of Hardin, in a
can- by her father, wore a floor
•
•
•
Church
WSCS Will meet dlelight ceremony at the
Noodle
nobody meth !denim lessens, theit It Moms netwally, like how
home length gown of white peau de
at the church at 7:30 p.m. '
a duck learns to swim WW1= ppoi waive fer nee?
the bride's parents on Fri. sole which she had fashioned.
• ••
Increased Travel
„shy. December 27.
LITTLE GIRL KISSES
The long sleeves tapered to
The Dexter Community O
To Everglades
The 'officiating minister, Con- calla points over the wrists, acDEAR 1.11T1..E GIRL: Tell ymn busbesd to engage
FLAMINGO PM. (UPI)- fer Associetion _will hold Ng nle Wyatt. performed the
dou- cented by tiny pearls Her dress
Visitors to Everglades National regular meeting at the cadet ble ring ceremony
Monti is something mere conetrisellnethanwaskisg fen el the
before the featured a batteau neckline outPark
in
the
first
10
at
seven
pile
months
New
Officers
of
will
fireplace,
way yes kiss. Le ether wards, le ghee yes a few misters. Yee
banked with green- lined with miniature pearls and
1968 numbered 1,040,173, com- be elected.
.1 may never be the werbes greatest Meier, Mt with his he.
see
pared with 912,122 in the coryou're based to improve sufdebently hiplease him. re earn
responding period of 1967, NaThe Lottie Moon Circle of
tional Park Service figures re- Upe First Baptist Church WMS
Dap AIRY:.I aceidnotally found a bottle-al emotive veal.
will meet with Mrs. Odellet
Vance at 7:30 p.m.
pram-tie my L. - 1 demi I said naildwg.
gobs I
•••
__
bibs"Sr I the next day, it was gone
40.
Tuesday, January 7
yhestend with this, ho said that his
MIMI I
The Annie Armstrong C4
•it
&me same Was
eszair
34011
of the First Baptist Churc
_ a
joh." almabad EttatilEETKD it!
VMS will meet with Mrs. W
seehdai that a secretary is pad to do her job, and she
J. Pittman at 7:30 p.m.
ham as tied to ask a married imiris give her portaine
•••
1 dm biome it was mow ler my hsibind to have
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or.
sneaked an *lame in and sot aslames that way
der of the Rainbow for Girls
UNPIEtitUDIED WIFE
What de yen think?
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m. "Miss Rainbow"
DEAR UNPIERFUISED: IWok yoe're lien. A secretary
will be crowned and officers
hos m debt to ma her bass (married er otherwise) le give her
elected.
porhuse. BM basses have bees known to reward their
•••
eine/eyes with special gifts Mr speciai favors, and the
The Goshen United Methodist
eschange need est necessarily have a suspicious scest 'beat It.
Church WSCS will meet at the
church at seven p.m.
• ••
CONFIDENTIAL TO B. 111.: Meese breast IMPLANTS
Group
I
of
the First Christsuccessfully
essapetem
plastic
performed
by
have bees
ian Church CWF will meet with
surges= and are meet assuredly legal in the noised StatesMrs. Ralph Woods at ten am.
ide slices, SHOTS lbw breast wdergontent I are NOT
Mrs. Wayne Sheeks will have
andlohIs legally lot thn 112.LA. The Mum -Titop are eee,
the program and Mrs. M. C.
edema deogaraus.
-__
•
Ellis the worship.
•••
jemoind
Where
years,
Fer
a
Everylmay hos•poollem.
Group
of
the First ChristII
wily wee m Abby. Ilea meek Las Amoeba. CaL. NM and
ian Church CWF will meet with
melees a nomped. uslinddreseedi savoisee.
Mrs. Davy Hopkins with Mrs•
.
Robert Singleton as cohostess
FOR AMY'S NEW DOOILLZY "WRAY TEM24-AGZEIS
WANT TO KNOW." SEND Mee TO AMY, DOI OM LOS
at two p.m. Mrs. lassie Pickard
APIGNIZIL VAL. ISM
will have the program and Mrs.
Pauline Speegle the devotion.
.• •
Gary Merril in llriessesse
'Star Trek' Renewed
The Delta Department of the
HOLLYWOOD UPI)-Oary HOLLYWOOD
UP I)- HONG KONG VIEW -Chinese
Murray Woman's Club will meet
Merrill returns to the Mm wars NBC-TV's "Star Trek" --bere4 -allimaagner
I ianny Les created
at the club house at 7:30 pm.
with a character rple in "And been renewed to complete the
this modernistic fashion
Mrs. Jack Kennedy is program
Then Came Bronson"
current season despite low einodeied in Hong
Kong. He „eheinnan. Hostesses will
ratings
he
used
shiny material Id Shape
Mesdames Garnett Jones, Jack
lea Roman Genets
the sleeveleas, tunic-like top
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -Bill
• HOLLYWCK3D 'UPI)-Ruth ‘Ivindoin
Kennedy, Ed Glover, John D.
over a turtleneck sweater
will play a dramatic
Roman will guest *star in a sellLovins. Mavis Mcdsenish, and
and short mini-skirt.
-1:TMC," a two-hour
. merit of CBS-TV's "Mission:
Miss Frances Sexton.
r
ature amine for CBS-TV
Impossible."
• ••
The Kappa Department of the
miller COST or MOM
Murray Women's Clob-will meet
at the club house at 730 p.m.
...
:John-Illieffrisan will be UM
speaker. Hostesses will be MeiCharles Porter, Charles
Mercer. Charles D. Outland,
'
Phillip Ties,

1

affedir44

ask.ilessrvet-

Norszvortay_lionse
Scene Of Shower
„,#Enr,Bridal Couple

Marines Have Rat
in-the Barracks
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SAVE $2.00
PLAYTEX
made with LYCRA• GIRDLE
Firm 'n Flatter" Girdle only $7.95,,
•e•

SAVE $2.00
PLAYTEX "MAGIC
CONTROLLER"' GIRDLE
ant RAP% rets $795.vote ripper
ewily .95. rag $9 95
SAVE

PLAYTEX
(or V. length) with stretch sides, back
and straps only $6.95, re. 17 95
32A-44C (81 sizes $1 00 more
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TV Feature
HOLLYWOOD cUPfl Paramount television lined up
June Allyson. Greg Molris and
Don Porter for a 90-minute
feature. "Lo•e - American
Style"

$20.29
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S.
L (XL setes
too morit)
DuPont's registered trademark
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tweet 10%
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with stretch sides back
and straps only $4
rest $500 Also-seve 66C
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and Walter
Matthau will be the stars of
Columbia's "Cactus Plower"
which will shoot in Hollywood
nrilnit 1H Jandafr.---

-

with stretch sides, tack and straps
only $4.00,
reg $500' AV.0-save 66C
on Slightly Padded
with StretaLetrliPs.
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Only $3.34.rag $400
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SAVE $1.00:

Wednesday, January
The Bessie- Tucker Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church WSCS will meet with
Mrs. Max Whitford, Dudley
Drive, at 9:30 a m Members
please note change in date.
-505

Th
teem
Lebo
eral
aver
Obis
a lull
a cent
fema
•
ing
a
ploys
Fli
sumn
sell%
lem,
ness.
Wb

ing

(or % length) with bias cut
side
" panels only $5.95, nag.
$6.95.
324-44C (Inszes VAX rnoni)
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• SAVE $1.00
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$1.00

"LIVING' LONG LINE
STRETCH BRA •

. .• r 1
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With zipper only $12.95, reg. $14.95.
Panty only $9.95, rag $1095 tones(
Panty(shown) only $10.90. reg. $12.95.

JANUARY

1= )II

PUSONALS-

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Kerlick
son, C.hria, have returned
and
watteau
which was worn In
tonic on Cardinal Drive
their
to
elbow.
fashion. She wore in
visit with his mother,
a
after
length. three-tiered veil -of silk
Keriick, and his sisLeone
Mn.
Illusion which cascaded from a
Claude Gotthardt,
Mrs.
ter,
headpiece, covered in flowers
both of San Antonio, Texas,
of seeded pearls.
during the Christmas holichtys
White satin streamers, tied
•••
surrounded
the
knots
In love
Mr. end Mrs. Tindall Wre.
orwhite
bridal bouquet of
titer have returned home after
chids. *
spending the holidays with their
Kiss Kathleen Madrey, at- daughter, Mrs. Themes Pierce
tended .her cousin as meld of and Mr. Pierce of Uremia,
honor. Miss Kimberly Smith
They also nailed Mr.
served as junior bridesmaid:- Piereeh meths,.4lra. Jimmy
They wore identical, rigor Pierce, end Ms grandmother,
length red velvet gowns, with Mrs. Retie Morris. all of Saempire waistlines and A-line vannah.
skirts accented with white lace.
•••
Headpieces were of matching
Mr. and Mrs. Pat tented and
velvet and red silk illusion. son, Kevin, of Royal Oak, Mich.,
Both carried nosgays of white are spending the holidays with
carnations.
their parents/Mr. and Mrs. SoS. D. Henderson, father of lon Darnell and Mr. and Mrs.
the groom, served as best man. Burie Waldrop.
Mrs. Cecil Like, mother of
• ••
the bride, wore an aqua knit
Mr. and Mn. Roy F. Omedress with matching whimsy let and children, Debra, Donand black patent accessories. na, Steve, Sue, Willie, Mike,
Her corsage was of white car- and Robert, Of Jeffenontown
nations.
Vent the past weekend with
Mn. S. D. Henderson, the Mrs. Crotzer's parents, Mr. and
grooms' mother, was attired in m's. B. W. Burkeen of Alm.
•••
navy double knit suit, with
Contrasting blouse and navy ae-'Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wallace
cesedrier. She also wore a cor- and son, David. left Mondike_,
sage of white carnations.
for their home in Houston,
The bride's maternal grand- Texas, after spending t h e
mother, Mrs. Wirrnie Scarbrongh Christmas holidays with their
chose to wear a navy silk shan parents, Hugh (Doc) Wallace
tune suit with matching acces- and Mr. and Mrs. B. C. GroMOM for the occasion -Her cor- gan. The Wallace family has
al* was of pink carnations. just moved to lionston from
Wes Marilyn Alexander. cou- -Birmingham, Ala., where he
sin of the bride, presided at was transferred as a salesman.
•••
the guest register. She wore a
corsage of white carnations.
Mr. and die -Ted Lamb and
Reception
children, Susan, Mark, and Todd,
Following the ceremony the of Pala, Ohio, were the
bride's parents entertained with WWI 5001111 rd. Ina father.
a reception at their home. The Guy Lash, her mother, Mrs. 0.
&beets were served at the- tea B. Geurin, and other relatives
table by Misses Karen Alexan- In Murray
der and Jane Scarbrough. cou• ••
sins of the bride, assisted by Phenomenal
Mrs. J. R Smith Each wire
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
presented with
Harlem Globetrotters' record,
traveling the
corsageF
bride chose often made at the expense of
an olive Glen plaid suit with a team of "travellng companbrown accessories. An orchi ions", is a phenomenal 9.215
from her bridal bouquet wa victories against 322 losses.
pinned at her shoulder.
After a short unannounced be home to friends at 435 29th
Sledding trip, the Couple will Street. South Bend, Indians.
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id Mrs. Louis Kerlick
Chris, have returned
eme ea Cardinal Drive
Ask With his mother,
Oa wick, and his Oa. Cieude Gotthardt,
Son Antonio, Texas,
ie Christmks holidays
•••
ai Mrs. Yen&1.1 Wrae returned home after
the holidays with their
, Mrs. Thome Pierce
Pierce of Sairamme,
ey &Lea visited Mr.
modem, -Mrs. Jimmy
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Ste Morris. all Of Se-

On
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ag$10p4- -Secretary General U Thant tiefti
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Thirteen Lebanon airliners were destroyed in reprisal for
Arab terrorist attacks upon Israeli civilian planea.
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Minimum Wage Causes High
Unemployment Among Teens
The unemployment rate among ployment did 90 because
of the
teenagers, according to a recent minimum wage increase
from
Labor Department study, is sev- $1.40 to $1.60 an hour
which was
eral times the national all-age effective last February.
average. The study showed the
How many new jobs might have
jobless rate for out-of-school ma- been created except for
the minles 16 to 19 years old to bel2 per- imum wage is not known, but the
cent and the rate for comparable Federation research staff belie,
- - females -to be 17 percent-this dur- es this to be substantial. Parting a period of relatively full em- time opportunities also suffer.
ployment.
In the past, Congress has reFinding enough part-time and peatedly increased the minimum
summer jobs for those still in wage over protests from the inschool seems to be a majorprob- dependent business sector, but
lem, contributing to teenage idle- the need for teenage exemptions
ness.
was cited in the Republican ParWhile this may perplex parents ty platform which pledged "a
*whose children are reedy for ga- flexible approach to minimum
inful employment, most of the wage laws for young entry-level
*nation's independent business o- workers during their training
wners believe a major cause of periods." The Democratic Parthis "opportunity gap" is the ty said incentives will be used
Federal minimum wage and hour to stimulate job opportunities for
law.
teenagers, Mink at the same
The National Federation of in- time calling for another increase
dependent Business has received in the minimum wage.
hundreds of volunteer comments
Before Congress gets around
from business owners vibe,ASY to acting, however, a hirthlit
.they canixit
tension of the law this Febreary
dictated $1.60 an hour rate, plus Is likely to further
tighten the
*fringe benefits and resulting MY job market for the young, the
, roll taxes, for- unceilled and in- old and the handicapped. Thouexperienced help-at least not un- sands of small businesses which
til the person is trained. One bus- have been exempt from the cominessman in New Mexico even pulsory wage regulations will be
wrote that he could not afford to covered for the first time, as
hire his own teenage childrenbe- the "exemption test" is lowercause for a little more money, ed from half-a-rnlllioriiinnual gr"we can hire experienced help." oss to 2250,000.
A move to rescind this chief, A Federation poneof moristors from coast to
shows
tailed in the 90th Ceogress,
11,1 that 85 percent of them believe geProfessor
Yale Bromic of the
Congress should enact some exUniversity of Chicago is one aoemptions to the present law to thority
who agrees with the busprovide more job opportunities inessmen that
theminimum wage,
in small businesses for the te- bearing
no relation a worker'S
enagers, the physically handi- productivity,
hurts the teenage
capped and the elderly with lim- job market.
He cites increased
ited abilitiesiaMost feel that low- teenage
unemployment paralleler pay during a training period ing the
increases from $1.15 an
is would alleviate the situation.
hour in 1961 by successive steps
Nationally, only 13 percent app- to the present
rate.
al se the view that exemptions ale He asserts
that this well-inte'seeded and 2 percent voice no nded legislation
has contributed
)pinion.
to crime rates and to city riots
Among businessmen-respond- while actually
increasing, rather
ents in Kentucky, 79percent fav- than decreasing,
poverty among
or minimum wage exemptions certain groups,
especially amofor Miff businesses, 17 percent ng the young Negroes.
are opposed, and 4 percent are
undecided.
This consensus is backed up by
the Federation's econcsnic sur- Record Intercepter
DALLAS (UPI/ —Sam Baugh
veys which have shown cone&
erable lob cutbacks accompany- holds the Southwest Conference
record for the most passes Ining each change in the minimum tercepted
in a
wage law. Employer responses He played for career, with Mk
Tessa Christian
perindicate
that
University
31
during 1968
between 1934 and
1996
cetirof those who decreased em-
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L. Swift, Frankfort, public re:
imatid not be a comdtkration. Veterans ,Adrainietretion?
no event can it exceed $12,5003.
Veterans
Lions representative.
"
Rewever. Mw =ter 1967 A..— The deadline Is Jan. 15, GI home loan 100114111.1. may
All construction work will be
liberellieil the
Questions and
run up to. 30 yearn
mar
supervised by the Army Corps
Nide requirement in affect at Q. — Whet is the limit on
Answers
the time of your husband's dea- be. amount of a guanenteed
of Engineers. The waterway will
th. Now a sekbw needs to have km* loan. solemn can obtain
consist of three secUons: 168
-notion
Q. — My husband, A wood been married to the veteran keen a lending institution, and Pros
mile river section with four locWASHINGTON ( UPI r —
veteran,
died
isgs.
in
II
War
is
only one year before his death what the maximum length of Scandinavian Airlines system
ks, a 46 mile lateral canal sec• FRANKFORT.—A severe Soodpies Ike other mulbers.
We did not have any chilttren. to meet..thia pension eligibility time allowed to repay this type has agreed to underwrite $60.tion with five locks and a 39mile
My application or a widow's requirement. For Information of loan?
ignor WINIMIdeel dog egg Revitscky Is represented by divide-cut.
000 of the U.S. Travel Serv1ce41
bittlea et the Idestesluelftle Golf. Leek B. Nvam J. 0, Matpension was denied at thM time and aunistsuee In reapplying A. — The VA hag no
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only
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take
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tear entering" , setting off a
string of small explosives deep
underground, causing the topsoil
to collapse. This method,if used,
could be the tree world's first
such use Of nuclear energy.

New Man-made Water Link i
Comes Nearer To Reality
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In 1962, Kentucky pined the
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway
Developmeut Adhority, an Interstate compaell to combine efforts
to promote the waterway.
The Authority coasists of the—
following states: Kentucky,Temessee, Alabama, Florida, and
Mississippi.
Each state is repripethed In
the Authority by the Goversor
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es Irak

WATCH FOR 2 BONUS
VALUE FiATURES
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Red
Radishes 104

1-1.1. VAC PAC

BATHROOM TISSUE

78c

White. Cloud 2 49c Folgers Coffee
Northern
9 Sliced
Potato
Saltine )
Vienna
2-ROLL
PKGS.

GOLD INN

A R ISTOCRAT

Mahmoud 'doWOWED
3111'110d Ism (left). 25. one of
two Arab commandos who
attacked an Israeli airliner
at Athens Airport. is led to
court in Athens to testify at
a pre-teiki muanisnauon.
Pollee officers told newsmen
Ism is worried about his life.

SANITARY NAPKINS

Crackers

64 OFF PKGS.

801-xutEs. 49
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AT On U.N. Israeli Ambassador to the United NaLions Josef Tekosh
ground l reaches for is sable
of water as fOrrillIT L•-se Foreign Minister Felliad
-131o4ittlos addresses the INrarity Council in New York.
toebntion disclauned any responsibility for an attack on
Ari Israeli atrliner at Athens.
Gr.reve. that led to Israel's
retaliatory attack on the
Beirut Airport
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Many Homeowners
Are Underinsured

Ps*

rnw
1WE

to protect himself against inflated replacement costs. wrien
a policy is renewed, the hallseowner will pay a premium Wed on the amount of increased
protection the index calls for
at that time, thus keeping coverage in line with inflated
prices. Coverage through the
term of the renewed policy will
continue to increase with the
construction cost index.
ha the case of a tenant. Zei
leyholder, coverage on household possessions is similiu-ly
related to increases in the
Department of Labor consumer
.
nrice index. 0

BLOOMINGTON, Ill. (UPI) policies at no cost for the term
--How much has your home of the policy, which may be
total of 1.5 million foreign Increased in value in recent from one to three years.
Romania Has
FOR SALE
AUTOMOBILES POE SALE
tourists will be exceeded this years?
More Visitors
More than you might ex- The protection increases in
OLIVER 60 Tractor and 12 foot 1987 CHEVELLE SS 396, gold
VIENNA (UPI) - Relaxed year. Romania abolished entry
direct relation to JuniP11 In the
pect,
rays an executive of a U.S.
dim, plow and trailer, $300.00. with mag wheels. Excellent convisa and =Moms formalities visas for -f-neet g n tourists
Department of Commerce
leading
insurance
company.
Phone 436-8664.
IYC &Him Phone 763-7670. .1-3-P
accounted for a rising number throughout 190 and Western
construction coat index. Cov"II a person Insured Ma erage will never drop below the
of foreign tourists entering -*dicer no longer
4 & 8 TRACK tape player like 1i4 sum moult V-8 mehave to de- home at full value of $22,000
Romania this year, the official clare the
stated amount of the policy.
amount
of
rum. Black arch top guitar kmuWc. Nke. Mum 753-1005.
foreign Sour years ago,. it could cost
Romanian news agency etIrreney
they
bring
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with a new set of Gibson
the
him 127,000 to rebuild it to- Thus a homeowner can, in
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pros reports
country or take out,
-strings. Call 753-3418.
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Hospital Report
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I. Murray; Mrs. Mae Scherffius,
1802 Miller Ave., Murray; Mrs.
Admissions December 116, Jegg Lillie Melton, Lynnville; Bethel
Miss Debbie Key. Route 1, Orr, 114 Poplar Street, MurFarmington; Miss Reba Henson. ray.

'

-4 —

Box 14, Dexter. Mrs. Willie Mae
Dismissals
Winchester, Route 1, Almo; OsMrs. Linda Merrell and baby
car Maness, Box 71, Dexteri
Mrs. Imogene Herndon, Rothe girl. Soutt/1801 Street, Murray;
5, Murray; Mrs. Mary McCuis. Mrs. Martlft Stokes, Route 3.
ton and baby girl. New Concord; Murray; Robert Eharkeen Route
Noel Fairris. Route 1, Murray; 6, Murray; Mrs:- Mildred Allen
Amos Burks, Route 1, Alma; and baby girl, Route 1. Hardin;
Mn. Gladys Raspberry, Box fflt flurshel Danner. 103 S-oith 10th
Hanel; Isaiah Harris, Dover, -Street, Murray; °vie Lee. Route
1, Almo; Mrs. Golds Waters,
Tenn.

,

•••••
•
• —_

Un

South 11th Street. Murray;

ridy Carroll, 1324 West
Mrs. 11‘tty
".
=1621 Calloway Ave., Murray; Edward Main Sheet, Murray:. Mn. Lydia
Thomas, Route 3, Murray; Mrs. 'Phillips, Route 6,,
lone Morris, Route 6, Murray; Martha Adams, Route 1, Almo;
Mrs. Wilma Lyles, Route 1, Master Barry Sadler. Route 1,
Murray; Mrs. Edmona McCuls- Lynnville; Miss Lisa Wilson,
tork 606 Pine Street, Murray; 11100 Belmont Drive, Murray;
Mrs. Clyde Ott, 1509 Kirkwood Ernest Page, Route 3, Murray;
Drive, Murray; Mrs. Bessie Pat- Master David Johnson, Route I,'
ton, 1221 Dogwood Drive, Mur- Benton; Mrs. Gwendolyn Knout(
200 South 12th Street. Murray;
ray.
Mrs. Ole Mae James, New ConExpired:
Mrs. Sally Merrell, Route 2, cord4,Coda Weatherford. Route.,
Buchanee.- Tenn.; Gairey Walk- 5, Murray; Master Darrell Hoper, Route 6, Murray. Mrs. Ada kins, Route 3, Benton; Mrs.
Hubbard, 109 South 9th Street, Georgie Chester. Route 1, Lynn
Grove: Archie B. Lamb, Box
Murray.
Hazel: Mrs. Gertie Byers.
Admissions, December 31, 19611 Route 1, Hardin; Mrs. Dora
Mrs.. Emma Sholar, Route 1, Bell Hutson (Expired), Route
Murray; Lenis Houston. Route 2. Hazel.
5, Murray; Mrs. Ruth Smith,
G000 fiepatawoo, eakfiji - Brought heekby the three astronaut& this photo drown a
1700 Ryan Ave., Murray; Mrs.
portion of the Moon and the spaceereft as the Apollo A came from behind the Moab after
Mildred Filbeck and boy, Route
ABC brings back Its "The
5. Benton; Mrs. Glena Rumfelt,
the lunar insertion burn The earth is rising above the Moon's horizon.
210 South 15th Street. Murray; American Sportsman" series
Ray, Jourcien. Route 1, Lynn for a fifth sewn beginning
If you will write or telephone Grove; Master Rodger Hudson. San. 26. Peracinalities will be
the Chamber office, P.O. Bog Route 4. Murray; Miss Nishie seen pursuing various types of
147, Benton; 527-7085," a spok- Sims, 114 Spruce Street, Mur- game in many- parts of the
World.
esman said.
I (Continued Freon Page 1)
ray; Mrs. Pearl Cherry, Route
1
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APOLLO CLOSEUP OF THE MOON Taken from th;oibiting spacecraft Apolki 11, thirpreils
I. looking south at the large 140 Miles in diameter, crater Goelenius on the surface of
the Moon. An unusual feature of this crater is the prominent rilitt at crosses tile crater
,
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Bath Towels

prevail around much of the rest
of the nation with hard freezes
hitting Georgia and Alabama
and freezing weather extending
Into northern._.11nrida-...----The cold wave. associated
11111i a large and frigid a

Turkish bath

to wash and fast
drying. Pinked edges
Washable —
non-allergenic.

$1.00'‘
-$1.511-
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for baby's comfort
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'Crew Neck,Turtle Neck,
V Neck and Collars..
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63 mile stretch or interstate OD
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road was closes! Monday at the
height of a blizzard
, Extreme cold continued to
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Specials of values to $2.98
Limit 2 to a customer

Beautiful pillow cases in a
variety of colors.
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New York State police ad-
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and fitted twin
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•Select from Angel
Top, Butcher, Knit
Capri, Tootsie and
Crawler sets.
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